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Introduction 
 
The project Understanding the Power of Tourism in Contested Landscapes (hereafter Project) aimed 
to develop inter-institutional cooperation between Mid Sweden University, represented by the 
Department of Economics, Geography, Law and Tourism (hereafter MIUN) and Ashkelon Academic 
College in Israel, represented by the Department of Tourism Studies (hereafter Ashkelon). The aim of 
this project was to enhance the academic quality of tourism higher education in Sweden and Israel 
capitalizing on cutting-edge research, innovative pedagogical approaches and action-oriented social 
science. This was achieved through inter-institutional exchanges, involving pedagogical, educational 
and research activities. 
 
Accomplishments  
 
The MIUN application identified four objectives for this project: 
 

• Contribute to internationalization of Mid Sweden University; 
 

• Develop partnership networks in the Middle Eastern region, with a specific focus on Israel 
and Palestine and peace efforts in tourism; 

 
• Strengthen competence in tourism research with a focus on heritage, borders and peace-

building in contested spaces, through joint research projects; 
 

• Strengthen tourism education on BA, MA and PhD levels through teacher and student 
mobility. 

 
The remainder of this section provides a description of specific outcomes associated with each of these 
four objectives. 
 
Contributions to Internationalization of Mid Sweden University 
 
In 2019, MIUN adopted a new university vision and strategy that emphasizes internationalization: 
 

”Mittuniversitetet är ett globalt universitet med regionalt engagemang 
där vi forskar och utbildar för hela livet.” (Mittuniversitetets strategi 
2019–2023, p. 5). 
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Within the context of our new vision, MIUN as a peripheral university, has a strategic interest to 
expand its academic networks beyond the EU and Nordic context to create learning, experience 
sharing and competence enhancing opportunities for both students and staff in the fields of tourism, 
transboundary cooperation, peacebuilding, globalization, natural and cultural heritage management, 
gender and identity politics and beyond. In addition, MIUN has a special interest in developing 
tourism research competence in the context of the Middle East, specifically focusing on Israel. MIUN 
has been actively cultivating partnerships in Israel since 2011. Since then collaborative activities have 
included student and staff mobilities, co-supervision of student theses, co-authorship of scientific 
manuscripts and conference presentations, jointly developed research proposals, and collaborative 
research activities. Since 2011 there have been over 20 mobilities which have included teachers and 
students, aimed at pedagogical, educational and research development, with various sources of 
funding.  
 
The mobility exchanges conducted through this project (three visits from MIUN to Ashkelon and one 
visit from Ashkelon to MIUN) made important contributions to the tourism environment within the 
context of MIUN’s new vision and internationalization strategy. Most importantly, the project allowed 
MIUN to continue to remain active in one of the world’s most pressing challenges, namely, the use of 
tourism as a resource for peacebuilding in the Israeli-Palestinian context. This is a clear benefit to a 
peripheral university like MIUN and provided important opportunity to critically examine such 
issues in a supportive and constructive manner. 
 
The following mobilities were undertaken through the Project: 
 

• Mobility Activity #1: Jack Shepherd (doctoral student, MIUN) and Martin Wallstam (doctoral 
student, MIUN) visit to Ashkelon. During this visit, Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Wallstam 
delivered a lecture and seminar on tourism events and politics in light of Eurovision Tel-Aviv 
event. In addition, Mr. Shepherd and Mr. Wallstam collected extensive data during the 
Eurovision event. 
 

• Mobility Activity #2: Jack Shepherd (doctoral student, MIUN) visit to Ashkelon. During this 
visit, Mr. Shepherd delivered a lecture and seminar in which he reported preliminary findings 
from the data that were collected on the Eurovision Tel-Aviv event. In addition, Mr. Shepherd 
conducted additional initiated data collection activities in Palestine for a new project 
associated with the Abraham’s Path initiative.  

 
• Mobility Activity #3: Yael Ram (senior lecturer, Ashkelon) visit to MIUN. During this visit, Dr. 

Ram gave several lectures and seminars with a special focus on her current interests on sexual 
harassment in the tourism and hospitality sector. Attachment 1 is the electronic material that 
was used to promote Dr. Ram’s open seminar to MIUN.   

 
• Mobility Activity #4: Daniel Laven (associate professor, MIUN) visit to Ashkelon. During this 

visit, Dr. Laven delivered a lecture on his current research on the intersection between local 
food (gastronomy), sustainability, and tourism. In addition, Dr. Laven undertook extensive 
data collection activities in Tel-Aviv/Jaffa, Jerusalem, Nazareth, and Bethlehem. 

 
Development of partnership networks in the Middle Eastern region, with a specific focus on Israel and Palestine 
and peace efforts in tourism 
 
MIUN is pleased to report that the Project facilitated the development of several new partnerships 
between MIUN researchers and our Israeli and Palestinian counterparts. Unfortunately, the current 
political climate makes it difficult (or impossible) for Israelis and Palestinians to collaborate directly. 
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This is due to a variety of factors associated with the current Israeli-Palestinian conflict. As a result, 
the Project enabled direct collaborations between MIUN staff and their Israeli counterparts, and 
MIUN staff and their Palestinian counterparts. However, the Project did not result in direct 
collaborative activities between Israelis and Palestinians. 
 
On the Israeli side, the Project led to fruitful discussions with Dr. Yael Ram (Ashkelon), Dr. Maya 
Mazor (Ashkelon), Dr. Alon Gelbman (Kinneret College on the Sea of Galilee), and Suraida Nasser 
(resident of Nazareth and founding manager of the acclaimed Fauzi Azar Inn). As described above, 
Dr. Ram visited MIUN and delivered a series of lectures and seminars that focused on her interests in 
labor discrimination (particularly from a gender perspective) within the tourism sector. Dr. Ram’s 
visit to MIUN was arranged by Dr. Kristina Zampoukos who is currently exploring similar questions 
in Sweden. During his visit to Ashkelon, Dr. Laven and Dr. Mazor discussed potential for new 
collaborations on gastronomy related research. In addition, Dr. Laven extended existing collaborations 
with Ms. Nasser and Dr. Gelbman regarding their on-going work on tourism development in the old 
city of Nazareth. In addition to these individuals, the Project also led to fruitful discussions with some 
of Israel’s leading tourism ventures including the acclaimed Abraham Hostels/Abraham Tours. This 
venture has become a central focus of research for Dr. Laven and Mr. Shepherd. 
 
On the Palestinian side, the Project resulted in new connections with Masar al-Ibrahim, which is the 
organizing entity for the Abraham’s Path initiative. In addition, extensive contact was established with 
Mohammad Zarour. Mr. Zarour is a Palestinian tourism stakeholder who operates bike tours across 
Palestine and is involved in hostel development in the West Bank. His approach to tourism in the 
region ties very closely to the aims of the Project with regards to increasing tourists understanding of 
this deeply contested space and providing hope of both a Palestinian tourism industry but also 
increased cross-cultural understanding.  
 
Strengthened competence in tourism research with a focus on heritage, borders and peace-building in contested 
spaces, through joint research projects 
 
Extensive research and data collection activities were carried out during the Project. Mobility #1 
included the implementation of a survey that focused on the Eurovision Song Contest Tel-Aviv and its 
associated boycott. The survey yielded over 2500 respondents, which constitutes a very unique data 
set with which to examine attitudes associated with visiting Israel and boycotting Israel. Mobility #2 
produced extensive interview and observational data collection across both Israel and Palestine, with 
particular focus on Abraham Hostels, Tours and Masar al-Ibrahim. Much of these data will support 
the second half of Mr. Shepherd’s doctoral thesis that focuses on tourism and peace, role of hostels 
and tourism spaces in peacebuilding. Mobility #4 resulted in extensive observational data in Israel and 
Palestine as described above. 
 
These data collection efforts have already contributed to – and will contribute to in the future – the 
following scientific outputs: 
 

• Shepherd, J. and Laven, D. (Accepted). Hostels in Hostile Territory: The Role of Hostels as 
Spaces of Transformative Dialogue. In J. T. da Silva,  Z. Breda, and F. Carbone (eds.), Role and 
Impact of Tourism in Peacebuilding and Conflict Transformation. IGI Global.  
 

• Laven, D., Shepherd, J. and Shamma, L. Autoethnographic Journeys through Contested Spaces: The 
Role of Tourism in Facilitating Transformative Dialogue: Presentation to be made at the NCK 
annual conference on 12 February 2020. Jamtli Museum, Östersund. See attachment 2.  
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• Shepherd, J. and Laven, D. Crossing (Your Own?) Borders: Tourist Movements in Difficult Spaces. 
Special Session at the 2020 ISA RC50 Conference titled, THE POWER OF TOURISM: 
CONTESTED REPRESENTATIONS OF PEOPLE AND PLACES. 1-5 April 2020, Chaing Mai, 
Thailand. See attachment 3. 

 
• At least one scientific manuscript is anticipated from the data collection associated with 

Mobility #1. 
 

• At least one scientific manuscript is anticipated from the data collection associated with 
Mobility #2 
 

• At least one scientific manuscript is anticipated from the data collection associated with 
Mobility #4. 

 
Strengthened tourism education on BA, MA and PhD levels through teacher and student mobility 
 
The Project resulted in high quality, professional exchange experiences for doctoral students, and 
other senior staff, to gain international teaching experience. In addition, the substantial amount of 
research conducted by Project participants improved teaching quality by providing better results to be 
used in explaining issues around tourism and peace, borders and heritage. 
 
Challenges Encountered 
 
Along with the “usual” challenges associated with the Israeli-Palestinian context (e.g., sporadic 
violence, intimidating security procedures, political uncertainty, and all-out war), the Project did 
suffer from two specific challenges that hindered MIUN’s ability to complete all of the tasks proposed 
in the Project’s application. The challenges are interrelated: During the project, Dr. Chaim Noy left 
Ashkelon for another university in Israel. His new university affiliation made it difficult to him to 
participate in the Project, thus MIUN was unable to engage Dr. Noy in a mobility exchange activity.  
 
MIUN sought to replacement Dr. Noy’s involvement in the project by hosting Mohammad Zarour 
(introduced above). It was envisaged that Mr. Zarour would visit MIUN to give a series of public, 
open lectures to students, staff and the broader community on his experiences, and perhaps from that, 
a cooperative project could have started. Although Mr. Zarour was cleared to travel by the Israeli 
domestic security service, his visa application to visit Sweden was rejected for reasons unknown to 
MIUN. Dr. Laven and Mr. Shepherd deeply regret this decision by the Government of Sweden. Please 
also note that MIUN had been working on Mr. Zarour’s visit for several months, but the final visa 
rejection did not occur until the last quarter of the project period (October-December 2019). This 
rejection was the primary reason why MIUN was unable to expend all of the Project funds. 
 
Summary Statement 
 
Despite the challenges encountered during the Project, the majority of objectives were achieved, and 
in some cases exceeded what was expected when the Project was initiated.  
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Budget Summary 
 
 

 
 
As stated in the Challenges Encountered section, the primary reason for this underspend was the 
Government of Sweden’s rejection of a visa application by Mr. Mohammad Zarour and change of 
institutions by Dr. Chaim Noy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Projupp (T) Konto Konto (T) Projekt (T) Belopp
Bidrag från övriga 3721 Bidrag fr. övr. org o ideella för. STINT Internationalisations grant 140 500,00
Intäkter 140 500,00
Resor 4321 Skattefria traktamenten, Sverige STINT Internationalisations grant -1 035,00
Resor 4322 Lönetillägg, Sverige STINT Internationalisations grant -1 154,85
Resor 4323 Skattefria traktamenten, utlandet STINT Internationalisations grant -17 631,90
Resor 4382 Fria eller subventionerade måltider STINT Internationalisations grant -235,65
Resor 5511 Biljetter resor - Sverige, utomstatlig STINT Internationalisations grant -5 102,16
Resor 5512 Biljetter resor - utlandet, STINT Internationalisations grant -29 649,71
Resor 5513 Hotell och logi - Sverige,utomstatlig STINT Internationalisations grant -14 331,87
Resor 5514 Hotell och logi - utlandet STINT Internationalisations grant -15 421,81
Resor 5515 Lokala resor, buss, taxi,utomstatlig STINT Internationalisations grant -5 761,59
Resor 5522 Hotell- och restaurang, ej avdragsgill moms,utomst STINT Internationalisations grant -1 706,20
Övrigt 5641 Böcker, utomstatliga STINT Internationalisations grant -395,28
Övrigt 5691 Övriga varor, utomstatliga STINT Internationalisations grant -850,00
Övrigt 9602 PR, reklam, intern kostnad STINT Internationalisations grant -588,00
Kostnader -93 864,02
Resultat 46 635,98
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Attachments 
 
Attachment 1. Promotional Material for Dr. Yael Ram. 
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Attachment 2. Shaping Sustainable Futures through Heritage Conference Program. Note the 11.30-
13.00 session on 12 February 2020. 
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Attachment 3. ISA RC50 Call for papers. Note session #9. 

 

 


